Bio
Hailing from a remote island at the bottom of the world, The Buzz Kills are your latest 2-piece poprock sensation to have cycling through your head. Led by captivating vocalist and songwriter Nathalie
Gower, born in the 90s, the music takes a cue from this era, think k-pop meets a drug dealer in a dark
laneway.
Gower’s blood is no stranger to rock fame, with her family producing platinum records and gracing
Wembley in the 1980s. Coupled with deal junkie Sam Haberle, a born performer, living every moment
as if it’s his last, matches Nathalie’s eccentricity with his bass playing energy. Living life to the max,
jumping off bars, and ready to take over the world. This kid puts the tunes together like Biden takes
under the table cash money.
A musical match made in heaven, this talented Duo create off the hook, pumping tracks. Their own
unique and highly identifiable sound, matched with their creativity and passion to perform also means
they are machines when it comes to creating their spellbinding award-winning music videos.
Dropping their debut single ‘Liar’ in late 2020 the track has received instant traction producing over
120k streams within months.
Riding high after their 4th consecutive week at #1 in the Australian Independent Chart, #4 in the ARIA
chart, and #23 in the world with ‘Light a Candle’, a song they collaborated on with Jam Mountain
Music, and donating all proceeds to charity.
The next big thing hitting the airwaves, The Buzz Kills, dropping their 3 rd single ‘Loving You’ on Jan 1
2021. In true Nathalie and Sam fashion this track says goodbye to 2020 with a short punchy 2-and-ahalf-minute burst likened to an ADHD kid on cocaine. Get these guys in your ears before they get in
yours.
‘Loving You’ ‘A unique high energy burst of rock flirting with k-pop. This spanking summer anthem will
be left cycling your brain’
The Buzz Kills Trivia:
- The day Nathalie was born, her dad couldn’t be there as he was performing on Top of The Pops, he
was #1 in the charts in several countries
-King Willy, who mastered Gotye's smash hit 'somebody' also masters The buzz’s tracks
- Nathalie & Sam both ADHD and proud
- Darren Percival (the voice 2019, who specialises in focusing on female artists) - production
- Nathalie is actively involved in the Women in Music movement and engaging closely with APRA
AMCOS and AIR and women in music mentors

